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April is the cruelest month.
T. S. Eliot
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INTRODUCTION

In finance, the rule of  72, the rule of  70 and the rule of  69 are methods for estimating an 
investment's doubling time. These rules apply to exponential growth and are therefore used for 
compound interest as opposed to simple interest calculations. One of  the problems with the Rule 
of  72 is that its approximation is only accurate for interest rates from 6% to 10%. Outside that 
range, error will creep into the calculation. An adjusted formula for higher accuracy is:

t =
72 + (r � 8)/3

r

where r is the interest rate for the period.

THE PROGRAM

This Cobol program is fairly simple, but it does illustrate the basics of  I/O and calculations. 

identification division.
program-id. Ruleof72.

environment division.

data division.
working-storage section.
01 intRate       pic 999V99.
01 timeDouble    pic ZZZ.99.

procedure division.

    display "Interest rate (0-100%): ".
    accept intRate.

    compute timeDouble = (72 + (intRate - 8) / 3) / intRate.

    display "The time to double is " timeDouble " years: ".

stop run.

PROGRAM = SUM OF ITS PARTS

The program itself  has four main divisions - these are not subprograms. The identification 
division deals with information about the program. The environment division, would deal with 
things like devices (for example line-printers, or magnetic tape in old code). The data division 
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deals with the data and variables to be used in the program. Finally the procedure division 
deals with the guts of  the program - where the stuff  actually happens.

THE VARIABLES

The data division usually has a section named working-storage. This is where the variables 
used within the program are declared.  Here two variables have been created, one to hold the 
value of  the user supplied interest-rate, the other to hold the value of  the time it takes to double 
the investment.

01 intRate       pic 999V99.
01 timeDouble    pic ZZZ.99.

The names are fairly self-explanatory. The specifications may not be. It is likely most people 
adept in traditional programming languages have never seen something like this before. The 
specification for intRate, 999V99 specifies that the input is a positive numeric value, with the 
V indicating the assumed decimal place. Entering a negative value will have little effect, the 
program will only read the positive numbers. Entering a number with 3 decimal places will also 
result in the last decimal place being truncated.

The specification for timeDouble, ZZZ.99 is an calculated specification, geared to output. It 
says a number with two decimal places will be output, and uses the editing character Z to specify 
floating zero suppression. If  the output were specified as 999.99, then a value of  7.23 would 
be output as 007.23. The use of  Z, suppresses those leading zeros.

THE COMPUTATION

In the procedure division, is where the I/O and calculations are performed. The first line of  
code, prompts the user:

    display "Interest rate (0-100%): ".

The next line, reads in the value entered by the user, and stores it in intRate.

    accept intRate.

The third line, performs the calculation. It may seem tiresome to use the keyword compute... 
but that’s how Cobol rolls.

    compute timeDouble = (72 + (intRate - 8) / 3) / intRate.

The final line of  code prints out the result.

    display "The time to double is " timeDouble " years: ".
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TEST THE PROGRAM

Here are some tests:

Interest rate (0-100%):
9
The time to double is   8.03 years:

Interest rate (0-100%):
-9
The time to double is   8.03 years:

Interest rate (0-100%):
8.73
The time to double is   8.27 years:

Interest rate (0-100%):
8.739
The time to double is   8.27 years:
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